THE /el/-/æl/ MERGER IN AUSTRALIAN ENGLISH: ACOUSTIC AND ARTICULATORY INSIGHTS
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ABSTRACT

This paper investigates a merger-in-progress of /e/-/æ/ in prelateral contexts for speakers of Australian English in Victoria. Twelve participants (7F, 5M) were recorded producing a wordlist resulting in acoustic and concurrent articulatory data via stabilised mid-sagittal ultrasound tongue imaging. Focusing on a subset of the data comprising short front vowels /ɪ, e, æ/ in /hVt/ and /hVl/ contexts, findings show that there are robust acoustic differences between /e/ and /æ/ preceding /t/, as anticipated. However, individual differences emerge for /e/ and /æ/ preceding /l/, with highly gradient production patterns across the speakers, ranging from speakers who exhibit merger behaviour to those who maintain categorical distinctions. The evidence for merging behaviour across speakers is similar, but does not map directly, across both the acoustic and articulatory data, and illustrates the value of incorporating a range of data types in investigating a merger-in-progress.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A merger of /e/ and /æ/ in prelateral contexts has been reported among speakers of Australian English (AusE) in southern parts of Victoria [4, 18, 20, 21] (as well as in other English varieties [8, 14, 27]). In locations where it occurs, it appears to be completely entrenched for some community members, but still in progress for others (e.g. [19] for L1 Australian Aboriginal English speakers vs. mainstream AusE speakers in the Warrnambool region). Since the merger is not found consistently among all speakers in southern Victoria, it is more accurately described as a merger-in-progress (see e.g. [13]). Previous work adopting an acoustic phonetic methodology to determine the extent of this merger in production shows that merged speakers tend to acoustically merge /el/ with /æl/ [4, 21], while non-merging speakers have a very low and retracted /e/ before /l/, but still keep the vowels distinct [18, 21].

There have also been investigations into the perception of this merger by AusE speaker-listeners via vowel categorisation tasks. These show varying degrees of merger in perception, with some listeners answering at random when they are faced with /el/ and /æl/, and others maintaining a distinction [7, 18]. While not directly aligned, perception and production behaviour in relation to this merger tend to be linked, with speakers merging in production more likely to do so in perception [18]. Merging in perception has also been shown to be highly regionally specific [20].

The /el/-/æl/ merger occurs in the context of rapid diachronic change in the short front vowel system of AusE in production [5] and perception [22], and is thought to occur precisely because of highly variable input listeners receive for the /e/-/æ/ contrast, even in locations where the merger does not occur [20, 21]. The combination of rapidly changing vowel qualities and a particularly dark /l/ provides favourable conditions for merger [21], with highly coarticulated vowels in prelateral contexts masking cues to a contrast and possibly being the instigator for change (see [23, 12] on listener-induced sound changes; and [21] which links this with the /el/-/æl/ merger).

To date there have been no investigations into this merger in articulation – an aspect that is of pertinence due to the incipient status of the phenomenon. Other research into mergers shows that articulatory studies allow investigations of aspects of speaker behaviour that cannot be accessed via acoustic analysis alone [6, 16]. Overall, there is limited articulatory research on AusE; while there are some investigations of vowel articulation [2, 25, 28], and lateral articulation [17, 32], there are no articulatory investigations of vowel production in prelateral contexts.

1.1. Aims of the study

We present findings from an exploratory study of the /el/-/æl/ merger-in-progress among 12 native AusE speakers (7F, 7M, average age 31; SD=5). All were born and raised in Melbourne, with the exception of
one born and raised on the Mornington Peninsula (~90 km from Melbourne). The present study is part of a wider project with a range of participants and data types. The guiding research question is: To what extent do AusE speakers in Victoria show evidence for this merger in articulation and how does this relate to accompanying acoustic cues?

2. METHOD

2.1. Materials and procedures

We report on acoustic and articulatory data collected via laboratory-based recording of a wordlist with simultaneous ultrasound tongue imaging. The full wordlist contained 54 items, but here we focus on the subset pertinent to our current research question, containing short front vowels /ɪ, e, æ/ in /hVt/ and /hVl/ contexts: hit, het, hat and hill, hell, Hal. Stimuli were presented to participants orthographically using Articulate Assistant Advanced (AAA) software [1], which was also used to capture the data. An experimenter advanced through the wordlist items and the participant produced three repetitions of the target item in isolation. The items were not randomised. The total number of tokens in this subset of the data was 216. Participants differed in production speed for individual tokens (mean word duration 478ms, SD=112).

Acoustic data were captured using a Rode NT-3 hypercardioid condenser microphone at a sampling rate of 44.1kHz with 16-bit depth. Mid-sagittal ultrasound tongue images were generated using a Mindray DP6600 ultrasound machine and a 65EC10EA microconvex transducer with 120° field of view, set to a frequency of 6.5MHz and imaging depth of 9.7cm. The probe was stabilised using an Articulate Instruments Probe Stabilisation headset worn by participants [26]. Data were captured at a frame rate of ~30 frames per second. Concurrent with the tone produced at the beginning of recording for each item, a flash was imposed on the ultrasound image to enable audio-video synchronisation [31].

2.2. Data processing and analysis

2.2.1. Acoustic data

Automatic segmentation of the speech signal was performed via WebMAUS [15], using the AusE language model. Segment boundaries in the output TextGrid files were checked and manually corrected in Praat [3], with reference to wideband spectrograms and corresponding waveforms. The maximum F2 value between 25% and 75% of each segmented vowel was then automatically identified and added in a point tier using a Praat script. Given that the acoustic boundaries between vowels and coda laterals are difficult to precisely identify, and are influenced by the range of lateral articulations (e.g. vocalised or velarised /l/), this point was chosen as it is likely to be further removed from the lower F2 values associated with the lateral coda in the /hVt/ items, while also avoiding formant perturbations in cases of initial breathiness and creak preceding the coda in the /hVt/ items. In most cases, the annotated point was close to the start of the chosen range (on average 33%, SD=13%). A hierarchical database was constructed using the EMU Speech Database Management System [29], including tiers for the word, segments, and max F2. F1 and F2 characteristics at the labelled max F2 were queried and analysed using the emuR package in R [24, 30]. Values were examined for all vowels in the tokens, but the primary interest in relation to our research question is whether individual speakers show acoustic differences between /e/ and /æ/ preceding /l/ as well as preceding /t/.

2.2.2. Ultrasound data

Ultrasound images were de-interlaced, resulting in a frame rate of ~60 frames per second. Video and audio were synchronised in AAA using the recorded tone and the flash imposed on the video as alignment reference points. Using edge-detection within AAA, splines were automatically fitted to sections of the image corresponding to the surface of the tongue, for frames across each produced token. Fitted splines were hand-corrected where required. The video frame nearest to the labelled max F2 between 25%-75% of each vowel was identified. Spline data for these frames was extracted, to allow for exploration of lingual configuration at this point in the vowel in relation to spectral characteristics at the same point. Spline data were visualised using the UVA Shiny app [9] in which tongue contours are plotted using XY Cartesian coordinates. Differences between contours are therefore based on height and advancement in the Cartesian space. We examined whether there were differences in overall tongue shape for the vowels in both het-hat and hell-Hal for individual speakers, and to what extent this corresponds to acoustic difference, or lack of difference, between the vowels for each speaker, particularly in the pre-lateral context.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Acoustic results

For all participants, F1 and F2 values for /e/ and /æ/ preceding /l/ are indicative of the robust acoustic distinction we expect to find for this pair of vowels in this consonantal context. For all participants, F1 values are higher for /æ/ (x̅ 957Hz, σ 144Hz)
compared to /e/ ($\bar{x}$ 666Hz, $\sigma$ 129Hz), and F2 values are lower for /æ/ ($\bar{x}$ 1712Hz, $\sigma$ 182Hz) compared to /e/ ($\bar{x}$ 2098Hz, $\sigma$ 171Hz), as can be seen in the example plots in Figs. 3-5. Fig. 1 shows Pillai scores derived from these measures, following e.g. [10, 11], as an indicator of the extent of acoustic overlap between vowels; values approaching 1 indicate a high level of distinctiveness and values closer to 0 indicate greater overlap in the F1/F2 space. As can be seen, all participants have high Pillai scores, within a narrow range (0.95 to 1.0).

**Figure 1:** Pillai scores for all participants, comparing /e/ and /æ/ preceding /t/.

Patterns are somewhat different when comparing F1 and F2 values for /e/ and /æ/ preceding /l/. While there is still a tendency towards higher F1 values for /æ/ ($\bar{x}$ 933Hz, $\sigma$ 125Hz) than for /e/ ($\bar{x}$ 776Hz, $\sigma$ 141Hz) in this context, there are only slightly lower F2 values for /æ/ ($\bar{x}$ 1698Hz, $\sigma$ 130Hz) compared to /e/ ($\bar{x}$ 1727Hz, $\sigma$ 182Hz), and there is more variable production behaviour across participants.

**Figure 2:** Pillai scores for all participants, comparing /e/ and /æ/ preceding /l/.

Pillai scores based on pre-lateral tokens are given in Fig. 2. Some participants have values similarly high to those in Fig. 1; e.g. participant 005 has the highest score, 1.0, and as shown in Fig. 3, this corresponds to tokens of pre-lateral /e/ and /æ/ which are distinct from one another in the F1/F2 space. In comparison, participant 020 has the lowest score, 0.25, and as shown in Fig. 4, this corresponds to an overlap in the distribution of pre-lateral /e/ and /æ/ tokens. Participant 033, whose score is an intermediate 0.73, shows similar but not quite overlapping distributions for /e/ and /æ/ (Fig. 5.)

**Figure 3:** F1/F2 for /i, e, æ/ before /l, t/ (participant 005).

**Figure 4:** F1/F2 for /i, e, æ/ before /l, t/ (participant 020).

**Figure 5:** F1/F2 for /i, e, æ/ before /l, t/ (participant 033).

3.2. Articulatory results

Midsagittal tongue splines show that all participants exhibit distinct lingual configurations for /e/ and /æ/ preceding /t/. The splines for /e/ are indicative of a more anterior tongue root position and raised tongue dorsum than for /æ/, as seen in the left panels in Figs. 6-8. This differs from splines for these vowels preceding /l/, which show more varied patterns across participants, but also points towards a degree of gestural convergence. For participant 005, whose Pillai score of 1.0 suggests they do not tend to merge
these vowels pre-laterally, splines show similarities in the anterior constriction but there is still a difference in the tongue root, as in the right panel in Fig. 6. For participant 020 (Pillai score 0.25), there is overlap between the splines for each vowel, as seen in Fig. 7. For participants with Pillai scores between these, any visible differences between the splines for pre-lateral tokens are generally smaller than those observed preceding /t/, and may be apparent in only a small part of the imaged area, as seen for participant 033 in Fig. 8. Where there are differences, the nature of these varies across participants. Several (e.g. 002, 007, 025, 034) show splines with a high degree of overlap, similar to participant 020 (Fig. 7).

**Figure 6:** Midsagittal tongue splines for /e/ and /æ/ before /t/ (left) and before /l/ (right), for participant 005.

**Figure 7:** Midsagittal tongue splines for /e/ and /æ/ before /t/ (left) and before /l/ (right), for participant 020.

**Figure 8:** Midsagittal tongue splines for /e/ and /æ/ before /t/ (left) and before /l/ (right), for participant 033.

### 4. CONCLUDING DISCUSSION

Results suggest that, as expected, all speakers maintain a categorical distinction between /e/ and /æ/ in the non-lateral context, as evidenced by the lack of acoustic overlap and distinct lingual configurations for each vowel. Production patterns for /e/ and /æ/ preceding /l/ are more varied; for three participants, Pillai scores are in the 0.95 to 1.0 range that was observed for all participants in the non-lateral context, and scores remain high for others. However, there are indications that for some participants there is acoustic overlap between /e/ and /æ/ pre-laterally. Interestingly, this appears to be less widespread than found in earlier acoustic studies with participants from southern Victoria (e.g. [18, 20]). While the acoustic findings point towards evidence of merger behaviour among these participants, patterns are highly gradient. This is not unexpected given that the pre-lateral merger has been described as a sound change in progress and is not fully entrenched across different populations in southern Victoria [21]. Articulatory results similarly show varied production patterns for pre-lateral /e/ and /æ/, but also a tendency towards less distinct tongue splines for /e/ and /æ/ preceding /l/ than preceding /t/. The participants who exhibit the most acoustically distinct pre-lateral /e/ and /æ/ (e.g. 005) show reasonably distinct tongue splines; whereas those with the least acoustically distinct tokens (e.g. 020) have overlapping tongue splines. However, there is a range of possibilities in between; some speakers with high Pillai scores (i.e. less evidence of merging behaviour) have tongue splines which largely overlap (007, 025, 024).

Overall, acoustic and articulatory patterns align in various ways in the present data, illustrating some of the complexities associated with phonetic investigations of sound changes underway. A wider range of methodological approaches may reveal more consistent correlations between the acoustics and articulation, which may not necessarily be evident based on static mid-sagittal tongue splines alone. Objective quantification measures of contour difference are being tested for inclusion in future work. The articulatory findings also highlight the need for further research examining e.g. the lateral channel [32] and lip rounding, to more comprehensively understand the articulation of codalateral rhymes in AusE. Dynamic analyses will also be crucial in understanding production behaviour in pre-lateral contexts (including variability in the production of /l/ as either velarised or vocalised), and will be explored in ongoing research. To better assess the degree and spread of the /el/-/æl/ merger, there is also a need for more data, and data types, across AusE speakers from Victoria. Participants in this study undertook additional tasks, including a studio-recorded sociolinguistic interview and wordlist, and a perception task (forced choice vowel categorisation). The present study has elucidated previously undescribed aspects of speaker behaviour in AusE, in conditions which are highly variable. Future work will triangulate acoustic, articulatory and perceptual patterns for pre-lateral /e/ and /æ/ and the mechanisms underpinning the merger-in-progress.
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